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GEOLOGICAL EVALUATION AND DRILLING AT MAROS MARBLE PROJECT
IN SOUTHWESTERN SULAWESI, INDONESIA
The Company is pleased to announce that BHE has initiated geological evaluation and
drilling at its Maros Marble Project in southwestern Sulawesi, Indonesia.
Enviro Energy International Holdings Limited (“Company”) is pleased to announce that PT.
Bara Hugo Energy (“BHE”) has initiated geological evaluation and drilling at its Maros
marble project in southwestern Sulawesi, Indonesia (“Maros Marble Project”).
The Maros Marble Project is located in a highly prospective, marble-producing area of
Sulawesi and is on-trend with high quality marble quarry operations. Current operations in
the area produce export quality marble.
Preliminary geological evaluation of the 33 hectare concession area held by BHE was
completed by PT. Namsuma Luban Abadi (“NLA”). NLA geologists mapped and sampled
the target geological formations across the concession.
The Company has also retained PT Runge Indonesia (“Runge”) for further early-stage
evaluation and consulting. Runge has completed a field visit to the site, preliminarily
confirmed the prospective area outlined by NLA and has proposed a multiple hole diamond
drilling program to further explore the resource potential of the concession.
A seven-drill-hole campaign has been initiated under the direction of NLA using local crews
and equipment. Drill site preparation is currently underway. Runge will further provide
sampling and analysis consulting and train crew leader(s) in proper marble core handling,
preparation, storage and transport.
Marble analyses are expected to be completed in Indonesia and Australia laboratories
according to appropriate international standards. In due course following evaluation of the
results of current activities, the Company plans to proceed to complete marble resource and
reserve estimations according to international industry standards. Commercial development
could then follow should marble reserves be identified.
The Company indirectly holds 95% of BHE which in turn holds 37.5% of PT. Grasada
Multinational (“GM”), the entity holding the mining permit covering the Maros Marble
Project. BHE also holds warrants in GM which upon exercise will bring its shareholding in
GM to 60%.
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